OVERALL PLAN - BASEMENT

1. SITE INFORMATION SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY. SEE SITE PLANS.
2. SEE G1.00c SHEETS FOR CODE COMPLIANCE INFORMATION.
3. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF STUD UNO OR CENTER OF GRID UNO.
4. ALL DOOR OPENINGS PERPENDICULAR TO A WALL ARE 5" CLR MIN.
5. DATUM ELEVATION 0'-0" AT THE EXISTING BUILDING.
6. ALL INTERIOR WALL DIMENSIONS TAKEN TO F.O. FINISH UNO.
7. ALL EXTERIOR WALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO F.O. FINISH UNO.
8. SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS FOR ALL EXTERIOR WALL FRAMING.
9. SEE SHEET G1.50 FOR PARTITION TYPES.
10. FLOOR FINISH TRANSITIONS TO OCCUR AT CENTERLINE OF WINDOW OPENING, COLUMN, OR GRID. EXTERIOR FRAMING. DIMENSIONS INDICATED AS "CLR MIN" ARE TO DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF FOUNDATION/FACE OF FRAMING. DIMENSIONS INDICATED AS "CLR MIN" ARE TO
11. SEE DETAIL 1/A8.70 FOR FLOOR FINISH TRANSITIONS.
12. PROVIDE 4' TALL STAINLESS STEEL CORNERGUARDS AT THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT AREA.
13. AREA NOT IN SCOPE OF WORK.
14. ALL FURNITURE IS SHOWN DASHED FOR REFERENCE ONLY
15. Access doors for new door.
16. Access doors for Z-Fish users.
17. Access doors for construction and CPFM.
18. Access doors for elect. panels.
19. Access doors for elect. panels.
20. Access doors for Z-Fish users.
22. Area of Const. entrance.
23. Exit sign for users.
24. Exit sign for users.
27. Temp. Doors for construction and CPFM access.
32. Temp. Doors for construction and CPFM access.
33. Temp. Doors for construction and CPFM access.
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